The AA at the ICU Festival:
The Photo Café

The weather was ideal for photos at the ICU festival this year.
Many alumni showed up to visit their alma mater
and attend various events.
TEXT by EIICHIRO KABASHIMA（AN reporter）、PHOTOGRAPHS by EIICHIRO KABASHIMA、RYUTA
HORI（48 ID04）、SHIGWMI YOSHIDA（XX ID80）
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I was able to exhibit the attractive features of ICU
with the other contestants. It's not just the cherry
blossoms in the spring: the campus is beautiful
all year round. Come see for yourself!
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A Taste of the ICU Festival at the
Art Café in Ginza
Ms. Yamagiwa opened her café Art for Thought in the
Ginza in 2011. She wanted to bring art closer to everyday
life. You can enjoy both art and food there: it exhibits art,
hosts musical performances and organizes architectural
tours. ICU alumni frequent the café, so you might be able
to meet friends there.

ART FOR THOUGHT
Long time no see!

Academic Talk, Dr. Hirakawa's lecture

1st Floor, Wako Ginza 8-chome Building,
Ginza 8-10-4, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Open from 11:00 to 24:00
(closed on Sundays and holidays)
Tel/Fax 02-6228-5922
http:// artforthought.jp/
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